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Abstract

Information networks on Internet are increasingly changing the information and
communication structures within the agricultural area. Since agriculture ranks among the
Information-intensive production forms, it is in a special way dependent on efficient
infrastructures in the area of information and communication. This also concerns the
application and the use of efficient information Systems.

Until recently, these information Systems were centrally structured. Today's communication
networks, however, allow the development of virtual information Systems. Their components
are decentralised and connectedfunctionally by the networks.
Thus the opportunity arises to develop information Systems which are able to reflect
decentralised principles of Organisation in the information technology itself.

In order to be able to arrange these network-supported information Systems correctly, a
classification i s necessary, which goes beyond the past classification principles "central" and
" decentralised". This paper therefore compiles characteristics which facilitate the basic
understanding and the estimation of network-based information Systems. This then leads to a
meaningful classification.

1. Architecture of Information Systems

1.1 Background

Network-supported information Systems can be realized in large number of types with
difFerent characteristics. The past organisational principles "central " and "decentralized" with
reference to the total System are no longer sufficient for a unequivocal classification. Rather,
it is necessary to check on the basis of characteristic features to what extent their functions are
organized in a central or in a decentralized way.
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1.2 Characteristic features

Among the most important features of Information Systems fimctions the following functions
are counted:

• Data-Output
The data Output indicates in which way the user obtains the results of the information
Systems. In the past, this function in information Systems was organized centrally. Only
a few users could operate the information System using special communication
connections.

As a result of the new client/server architecture, a paradigm change already took place.
The consequence is that users in local networks could work with the information
System from the periphery. Global Internet-based networks today usually permit world-
wide access to available information Systems.

Also, modifications of the data storage took place äs a result of the development of the
communication networks. In traditional information Systems, the functions of data
management and data storage were usually installed on the same hardware.

In network-supported information Systems, these functions can today be separated on
the local level. The data storage can be executed peripherally on almost any Computer
world-wide. Then, the data management accesses the necessary data for analysis over
the communication networks and processes it.

The data management forms are the actual core of the information System. It contains
the basic functionality and the knowledge about Solutions. After an inquiry (data
input) it calculates a result including additional data (data storage). The result in form
of a data Output is returned to the user. Using communication networks this basic
function does not have to be stored centrally any longer. It is conceivable that a stored
problem solution path or a problem solution strategy in each case turns to suitable
centrally organized basic functions and summarizeses their results.

Meta search engines are today already structured in this way. Their implemented
problem solution strategy consists of the knowledge which search machines have to be
called for which inquiry and how their returning results have to be ordered in a
meaningful manner for the user.

The data input in classical information Systems is likewise centrally organized. So-
called batch programmes with the help of special interfaces supply the necessary data
to the information Systems. Increasingly including today's Communications networks,
the data input is also structured in a decentralized way. Using common Internet
browsers, the user can enter data world-wide.
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2. Classification

The goal of a classification is to be able to make a fast and simple evaluation of network-
supported information Systems. As shown above, all basic functions can be organized by
information Systems in more or less central or decentralized way.

Thus, a multiplicity of possible architectures results due to the combination possibilities after
which information Systems can be structured.

They all have arguments for and against. In order to be able to assess information Systems
according to their characteristics, a procedure for a classification is developed and introduced.
Existing information Systems are then analysed based on this procedure. With this
classification, the potential strengths and weaknesses of the respective Systems can be
detected. The procedure is suitable also for determining an optimal recommendation for the
architecture of the System due to user profiles.
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